Investment Strategy
Primarily invests in growth equity securities of U.S.
companies identified through our fundamental
research as demonstrating promising growth
potential, and engages in short selling (up to
approximately 10% of the market value of the
portfolio).
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Patrick Kelly, CFA
Executive Vice President
Portfolio Manager,
Head of Alger Capital
Appreciation and
Spectra Strategies
23 Years Investment Experience

Dr. Ankur Crawford
Executive Vice President
Portfolio Manager
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Benchmark
Russell 3000 Growth

Ticker Symbol
Class A
SPECX
Class C
ASPCX
Class I
ASPIX
Class Y
ASPYX
Class Z
ASPZX
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Risk Disclosures: Investing in the stock market involves risks, including the potential loss of principal. Growth stocks may be more volatile than other stocks as their prices tend
to be higher in relation to their companies’ earnings and may be more sensitive to market, political, and economic developments. A significant portion of assets will be invested
in technology and healthcare companies, which may be significantly affected by competition, innovation, regulation, and product obsolescence, and may be more volatile than
the securities of other companies. Investments in the Consumer Discretionary sector may be affected by domestic and international economies, consumer’s disposable
income, consumer preferences and social trends. Foreign securities involve special risks including currency fluctuations, inefficient trading, political and economic instability,
and increased volatility. Short sales could increase market exposure, magnifying losses and increasing volatility. Leverage increases volatility in both up and down markets
and its costs may exceed the returns of borrowed securities.
The views expressed are the views of Fred Alger Management, LLC (“FAM”) and its affiliates as of October 2020. These views are subject to change at any time and may not
represent the views of all portfolio management teams. These views should not be interpreted as a guarantee of the future performance of the markets, any security or any
funds managed by FAM. These views are not meant to provide investment advice and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell securities. Holdings and
sector allocations are subject to change. and are subject to change.

The performance data quoted represents past performance, which is not an indication or a guarantee of future results. Investment return and
principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. All returns assume reinvestment of dividends and are gross of
withholding taxes where applicable. Returns with a maximum sales charge reflect a front-end sales charge on Class A Shares of 5.25%.
On September 24, 2008, the Fund’s name was changed from Spectra Fund to Alger Spectra Fund, and the Fund’s Class N shares were redesignated as Class A shares. The
Fund operated as a closed end fund from August 23, 1978 to February 12, 1996. The calculation of total return during that time assumes dividends were reinvested at market
value. Had dividends not been reinvested, performance would have been lower. Performance of the Fund’s Class I Shares prior to September 24, 2008 reflects the
performance of the Fund’s Class A Shares, as adjusted with currently applicable sales charges and operating expenses, which differ from historical charges and expenses
The Russell 3000® Growth Index combines the large-cap Russell 1000® Growth, the small-cap Russell 2000® Growth and the Russell Microcap® Growth Index. It includes
companies that are considered more growth oriented relative to the overall market as defined by Russell's leading style methodology. The Russell 3000 Growth Index is
constructed to provide a comprehensive, unbiased, and stable barometer of the growth opportunities within the broad market. The Russell 3000 Value Index measures the
performance of Russell 3000 companies with lower price/book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. The S&P 500 Index is an index of large company stocks considered
to be representative of the U.S. stock market. Index performance does not reflect deduction for fees, expenses, or taxes. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
The following positions represented the noted percentages of Alger Spectra portfolio assets as of September 30, 2020: Amazon.com, Inc., 7.38%; Apple Inc., 7.17%; Alibaba
Group Holding Ltd. Sponsored ADR, 4.33%; salesforce.com, inc., 3.32%; BioMarin Pharmaceutical Inc., 0.14%; Vertex Pharmaceuticals Incorporated, 1.19%; and GW
Pharmaceuticals PLC Sponsored ADR, 0%. Short positions Sirius XM Holdings and FexEx Corp. represented the equivalent of -0.23% and 0.0% of assets, respectively.

Before investing, carefully consider the Fund’s investment objective, risks, charges, and expenses. For a prospectus and a
summary prospectus containing this and other information about the Fund, call (800) 992-3863, visit www.alger.com, or
consult your financial advisor. Read it carefully before investing. Distributor: Fred Alger & Company, LLC. Member NYSE
Euronext, SIPC. NOT FDIC INSURED. NOT BANK GUARANTEED. MAY LOSE VALUE.

